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®

Item Pack

HIL0071222 6 - 1/2 Gallon Containers

Green Select Glass Cleaner will clean windows, TV Screens, porcelain, plastic, 
counter tops, restroom fixtures, and stainless steel. Works well as an all-purpose 
spray and wipe for any surface not harmed by water. Formulated to be effective 
with cold water, contains no phosphates and is biodegradable which means it has 
a lower impact on the environment. No volatile organic compounds and no added 
fragrance means Green Select Glass Cleaner has a positive effect on good indoor 
air quality.

Features & Benefits
• Contains no hazardous ingredients. 
• Concentrated for economical cost-in-use. 
• Green Seal certified.

Availability

Green Select® Glass Cleaner

Certifications, Registrations & Notes
Green Seal Certified

*This product meets Green Seal™ Standard GS-37 based on effective perfor-
mance, concentration of product, minimized/recycled packaging, and protective 
limits on VOCs and human & environmental toxicity. GreenSeal.org. 

Safety
 See material safety data sheet and product 
 label for safety information, handling and
 proper use.
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For cleaning windows, mirrors, windshields, TV screens, CRT screens, porcelain, plastic, enam-
el, countertops, Formica, restroom fixtures, and stainless steel. Leaves glass squeaky clean. 
Effective as an all purpose spray and wipe cleaner. Spray away soil, streaks, smudges, and 
smears on glass, mirrors, appliances, and all other surfaces not harmed by water. 

RECOMMENDED FOR: Glass, mirrors, computers, office equipment, acrylic surfaces.

DILUTION:  1:20 (6 oz./gallon).

DIRECTIONS: Use trigger sprayer, holding 6-8 inches from surface. Always work from bottom 
up. Wipe dry with towel or cloth. For best results use micro fiber cloth.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: When used on sensitive electrical equipment such as computers 
and CRT screens always spray on paper towel or clean cloth and then wipe area to be cleaned. 
To conserve energy always use cold tap water.


